String-pulling in rodents (rats and mice) is a task in which animals make hand-over-hand 11 movements to spontaneously reel in a string with or without a food reward attached to its end. The task 12 elicits bilateral skilled hand movements for which rodents require little training. The task is suitable for 13 phenotyping physiology and pathophysiology of sensorimotor integration in rodent models of 14 neurological and motor disorders. Because a rodent stands in the same location and its movements are 15 repetitive, the task lends itself to quantification of topographical and kinematic parameters for on-line 16 tactile tracking of the string, skilled hand movements for grasping, and rhythmical bilateral forearm 17 movements to advance the string. Here we describe a Matlab® based software with a graphical user 18 interface to assist researchers in analyzing the video record of string pulling. The software allows global 19 characterization of position and motion using optical flow estimation, descriptive statistics, principal 20 component, and independent component analyses as well as temporal measures of Fano factor, entropy, 21 and Higuchi fractal dimension. Based on image segmentation and object tracking heuristic algorithms, the 22 software also allows independent tracking of the body, ears, nose, and forehands for estimation of 23 kinematic parameters such as body length, body angle, head roll, head yaw, head pitch, movement paths 24 and speed of hand movement. The utility of the task and that of the software is presented by describing 25 mouse strain characteristics in string-pulling behavior of two strains of mice, C57BL/6 and Swiss Webster.
INTRODUCTION
String-pulling is a proto-tool behavior in which an animal pulls on a string to obtain a reward. body analysis, the image frames of Black mice were complemented using Matlab's "imcomplement" 126 function. To accelerate the processing of whole-body analyses, red, green, and blue (RGB) frames were "imbinarize" function was used to generate the mask, which makes all pixels zero whose value is below 155 the threshold and sets other pixels to a value of one. 156 2.6 Temporal analysis of image sequence with Fano factor, entropy, and Higuchi fractal dimension 157 To assess the temporal changes in the position and speed from image sequence and speed frames 158 respectively, three measures, Fano factor, entropy, and Higuchi fractal dimension (HiFD) were used. A 159 Fano factor frame for the image sequence was calculated to find the Fano factor value for each pixel from To statistically compare the values of the above-mentioned parameters between groups of Black 174 and White mice, values of parameters were extracted from respective frames using the mean position mask 175 (section 2.5.1). For example, for comparing entropy, values of entropy were selected from the entropy 176 frame from pixels that had a corresponding value of 1 in the mean position mask. The mean of all these 177 entropy values was chosen as a representative value for the animal. These means were statistically 178 compared between groups using Student's t-test. the algorithm to find ICs is iterative, the minimum tolerance set to stop iterations was 5e-5 and the 195 maximum number of iterations was set to 500. ICs were found before reaching the maximum number of 196 iterations i.e., the error went below tolerance. 197 2.9 Calculation of spatial measures of entropy, sharpness, and Hausdorff fractal dimension 198 For various frames obtained in the previous sets of whole-body analyses; e.g., mean frame of image 199 sequence or the first principal component frame, spatial entropy, sharpness, and Hausdorff fractal 200 dimension (HFD) were calculated. The same entropy function described earlier was used for finding 201 spatial entropy after scaling the frame values between 0 and 1 with "mat2gray" Matlab function. The Hausdorff fractal dimension was obtained using the "boxCountfracDim" function downloaded from 208 https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/58148-hausdorff-box-counting-fractal-dimension-209 with-multi-resolution-calculation. This fractal dimension uses the following relationship; HFD = -log 210 (N(ε))/log(ε) where N is the number of pixels above zeros in a box and ε is the box size. In the box counting 211 method, an image is first binarized using an appropriate threshold and then non-overlapping boxes of 212 different sizes (different ε values) are overlayed on the image and the number of pixels above zero value 213 are counted to obtain N(ε). A line is then fitted for a scatter plot of log(N(ε)) and log(ε) and the slope of 214 that line provides the fractal dimension (FD). Here, the threshold used to binarize an image was the mean 215 value of all its pixels. For the Black mice, the frames were complemented before the calculation of HFD 216 for comparison with White mice.
217

Synthetic data for testing and validation of algorithms 218
To test the efficacy of the software, two different types of data sets were generated, 1) empirical: data, we observed that x-and y-motion of hands can be modelled using two 180° out of phase sinusoidal 225 oscillators, and body tilt is in-phase with the reaching-hand. In general, we observed that one complete 226 reach-grasp-release cycle was completed in ~12-frames (0.2 secs). Thus, the 360° x-and y-motion was 227 divided into 12 parts to mimic the hand movements. Further, hand movements were linked to the body 228 centre to mimic the changes in hand movements associated with body movements. In computer vision, image segmentation is a basic process in which an image is divided into 232 regions based on distinguishing features, such as color and texture. In the current video data, we utilized 233 color-based segmentation of frames for finding regions containing fur, ears, nose, hands, and the string.
234
To define a color, a user first selects a rectangular region around the object of interest ( Fig. 2 .1) e.g., 235 hands. K-means clustering is then used to separate colors in the rectangular region into 3 clusters. With trial and error, it was found that three clusters were sufficient to separate colors of interest for body and 237 hands while seven clusters were sufficient for separating colors of interest for the string and nose. The 238 number of clusters can be changed with the user interface, however. The user is then allowed to choose 239 the cluster that represents the object of interest e.g., cyan cluster in Fig. 2 .1 A3 for hands. Using these 240 colors, a mask is then generated and shown to the user for visual inspection. Through the supplied 241 interface, the user can then add or subtract colors until a reasonable mask is generated. The user can then 242 move to the next frame and repeat the process for the new frame. This way, with five to ten frames within 243 an epoch chosen randomly, an appropriate selection of colors for an object of interest is made. All color 244 values in a cluster are stored and later used to find masks. In a similar fashion, the user selects colors for 245 other objects of interest. automatically made with the user's assistance for fur, ears, nose, hands, and string. The user first selects 250 a rectangular region around the object of interest (A1). K-means clustering is then applied to segregate 251 different colors within the selected region (A2). The user then selects a color that corresponds to the object 252 of interest (A3, example shown for selecting color for the hands). Using color selections for the fur and 253 ears, quick segmentation is used to identify the fur and ears in every third frame in an epoch of interest 254 and projected onto a single frame after edge detection (A4). A rectangular window around the blob is were similar for both groups except that the spatial entropy of the mean frames was larger for White 291 compared to Black mice (p = 0.0092, Fig. 3 .1 E). This suggests that the mean frame of White mice had 292 more random values as compared to Black mice owing to larger number of distinct positions. To assess temporal changes in positions of Black versus White mice, we compared the median frames for the White mouse are larger than those for the Black mouse but peak location is similar 380 for both, and close to the center of mouse's body where the hands release the string. Similar conclusions 381 can be derived from the median and the mode frames. To compare the distributions of speeds for Black and White mice, speed values were chosen from 396 the mean speed frames using a mask (depicting the average position of mouse, see outline in the mean 397 frames in Fig. 3 .1). The mean speed frame was used because the number of frames in a string-pulling 398 epoch can be different from mouse to mouse. Therefore, normalization is done for comparison purpose.
399
The mask was used to get a better estimate of mouse speeds rather than those of spurious speeds of test, p = 0.003). Comparison of White and Black mice was also done with measures of spatial entropy, 403 sharpness, and Hausdorff fractal dimension for the mean, median, and mode frames. These measures were 404 not different for groups of Black and White mice except that the spatial entropy of mode frames was 405 significant larger for Black mice compared to White, Student's t-test, p = 0.017. These results suggest that 406 White mice had faster movements than Black mice. to White mice (p = 0.028 and p = 0.023 respectively). The opposite was true for temporal entropy and 441 HiFD measures (p = 0.003 and p = 0.008 respectively). The spatial measures of entropy (spatial), 442 sharpness, and Hausdorff fractal dimension for the frames of above-mentioned parameters were not 443 significantly different between the Black and the White mice ( Fig. 3 groups of Black and White mice revealed significantly higher spatial entropy for mean, standard deviation, 520 skewness, and kurtosis frames for White mice (p = 0.006, p = 0.008, p = 0.006, p = 0.009 respectively, 521 Fig. 3.7C ). The sharpness of skewness was also larger for White mice (p = 0.022). The spatial measures 522 were not different for ears, nose, and hands. the starting body length is about 40mm and increases by ~1.5% as the mouse stands and elongates its body 542 to virtually walk up on the string (Fig. 3.8 B) . The body tilt however remains vertical (between 80°-90°) 543 throughout the epoch (Fig. 3.8 C) . Supplementary Fig. S1 ) and then the region closest to the top of the body ellipse is labeled as the nose 573 region ( Fig. 3.8 A6) . An ellipse is fitted onto the nose region and the top of this ellipse is used as a single 574 point to represent nose location ( Fig. 3 .8 A7, yellow dot). Head yaw is then estimated as the log of the 575 ratio of distance between the nose and the right ear to the distance between nose and left ear. A head yaw 576 value of 0 indicates 0 head yaw angle which means that the face of mouse is facing the camera. In the 577 representative string-pulling epoch of the Black mouse, head yaw values are initially greater than 0 and 578 gradually reduce to values less than 0, indicating that the mouse is moving its head from left to right ( Fig.   579 3.8 E). Head roll angle is estimated by finding the angle of line joining the centroids of the regions 580 representing the right and left ears from the horizontal (Fig. 3 .8 A7, long red line). While the mouse pulls 581 the string, the head rolls at a frequency of about 3 rolls/sec ( Fig. 3.8 F) in sample video. However, there 582 seems to be a bias for this mouse to keep its head titled such that the right ear is slightly higher than the 583 left ear. Head pitch is estimated as the perpendicular distance between the nose and line joining the two 584 ear centroids ( Fig. 3 .8 A7, small red line). Positive and negative values of head pitch correspond to nose position above or below the line joining the ears respectively. In the sample video, the head pitch stays 586 positive most of the time, as the mouse is moving its nose up for sniffing or using its whiskers to track the 587 string ( Fig. 3.8G ). Furthermore, as has been previously shown (Blackwell, Banovetz et al. 2018 ), the nose 588 stays close to the string (Fig. 3.6D) . Since both hands move rapidly and have similar colors, it is a challenge to distinctly identify the 591 right and left hands without using a heuristic-based approach. To make automatic identification simpler, 592 we let the user initialize the location of hands in the starting frame, the first frame of an epoch, where a 593 user manually marks two regions representing right and left hands respectively. In the subsequent frames, 594 automatic identification of the hands in a frame is achieved by using information of the hand location in 595 the previous frame. Automatic identification uses masks for the hands and finds regions using 596 "regionprops" function of Matlab. As a first step, the number of regions is reduced such that regions that 597 mostly likely would represent the hands are; kept e.g., regions with very small areas (less than 20mm 2 ) 598 are neglected ( Fig. 3 .9 A2 represent selected regions after extra regions were neglected). Close by regions 599 are also combined using spatial clustering ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ). Once a set of reduced number of 600 regions is obtained, the algorithm ( Supplementary Fig. S2 ) identifies the left and right hands. If only one 601 region remains, the algorithm assumes that the hands are touching each other. It divides the region into 602 two equal regions and labels the subregions as left and right hands based on their distances from left-and 603 right-hand regions in the previous frame ( Supplementary Fig. S2, Fig. 3 .9 A3 and A4). If two distinct 604 regions remain, the same algorithm is used. If more than two regions are identified, regions are further 605 reduced based on their distances from (and overlaps between) left-and right-hand regions in the previous 606 frame and the regions are fed to the same algorithm in a recursive manner.
607
The regions representing hands were also determined by first finding maximally stable extremal 608 regions (MSER) in the original frame (Obdrzalek D. 2009 ). Using the Matlab function 609 "detectMSERFeatures" MSERs were found (Fig. 3.9 B1) . Color definition for the hands was then used to 610 find MSERs that contained hand colors and a mask was thus generated (Fig. 3.9 B2) . For the representative 611 Black mouse video, hand masks generated this way were in general better than those created with the 612 "rangesearch" function (see above); i.e., they had lesser number of spurious regions. These masks were 613 then treated as described above to find regions representing the left and right hands (Fig. 3.9 B3 and B4 ). Since the automatic algorithm is not deterministic but rather makes estimates using heuristics, it is 629 possible that the algorithm incorrectly labels regions as either the right or left hand. In this case, the user 630 can stop the automatic process and manually choose the appropriate identification in an individual frame. time mouse is pulling the string downwards ( Fig. 3.9H ). For the horizontal motion however, the strokes 647 are bimodal ( Fig. 3.9I) , and the rise time is larger than the fall time ( Fig. 3.9J ). Distinguishing between the fur and other body parts (hands and ears) was difficult for the White 651 mice, resulting in the generation of poor-quality masks. Therefore, using sharpie markers, we painted the 652 hands and ears of the mice with blue and green colors respectively (Fig. 3.10 A1) . After painting, image 653 segmentation for identifying the ears and the hands was easier (Fig. 3 .10 A3 and A6 respectively). All 654 topographical and kinematic parameters for head posture and motion of the hands were determined (Fig.   655 3.10 B-E) in a similar fashion as described above. Whereas the Black mouse gradually stood up, increasing 656 its body length while pulling, the White mouse moved the whole body in a rhythmic fashion up and down 657 ( Fig. 3.10B ). The White mice occasionally used its mouth to hold the string (Online Video, V2).
658
There was no significant difference between maximum body length, minimum body length, and 659 change in body length (maxmin) between White and Black mice, Student's t-test, p > 0.05. However, body linear and angular speeds were significantly larger for White compared to Black mice (p = 0.0198 661 and p = 0.0199 respectively, Fig. 3.10F ). The dominant frequency in body length oscillations (determined 662 with Fourier transform of the time series of body length) was not different between Black and White mice.
663
Similarly, the dominant frequency of motion for hands was not different and so was velocity. However, 
Benchmarking of algorithms for finding body parts 682
To determine the accuracy of heuristic algorithms presented here, the percentage of frames in 683 which body parts were detected automatically were calculated (Table3.1). The overall average accuracy 684 for all body parts is ~96%, with higher accuracies for fur and ears compared to those for nose and hands.
685
This is because the nose is sometimes hidden behind the string, making detection difficult for the algorithm 686 while the hands are moving at a rapid rate and the algorithm cannot differentiate between regions in the 687 mask that belong to hands versus those that belong to hand-like body parts e.g., nose.
688 and hands) faithfully identified the ears, nose, and hands, although with some errors (Fig. 3.11 ). Errors 711 were mostly negligible for the identified position of ears and nose ( Fig. 3.11 B , C, and F). However, errors 712 were up to ~100 pixels (pix) (10mm) for the identification of hands in frames where the speed was large 713 ( Fig. 3 .11 A, D, and E). These errors can be reduced if further training of previously trained networks is 714 done with more frames. For now, we offer an option to correct for these errors using the provided graphical 715 user interface in which Deeplabcut results can be loaded and manually curated. Our method can provide 716 ground truth data for validating the results of neural networks-based tagging of body parts. The tagged video for the Black mouse is shown in supplementary video.
729
The above-mentioned videos along with other videos and processed data can be downloaded from Open The present procedure provides an integrated view of a prototool use behavior in which skilled hand 738 movements are described along with the contributions of body movement, posture, and orientation. The 739 procedure captures strain differences in the two exemplar strains of mice that are examined, which shows 740 that the procedures can be used for phenotyping strain differences more generally. In addition, the 741 behavior of string-pulling is homologous to string-pulling described in many other animal species 742 including humans, suggesting that it can be exploited for species comparisons and for developing animal 2018). Differences between these two strains have also been reported for other physiological processes 750 e.g., fatty acid uptake and trafficking (Seeger and Murphy 2016) . 751 We present a Matlab based toolbox for seamlessly processing mouse string-pulling video data to Matlab error, the algorithm can still incorrectly label a region as a nose rather than a hand. In such a case, 777 the user has to manually observe frames for accurate detection and in case of erroneous tagging, use the 778 manual tagging option provided in the GUI. Furthermore, the erroneous tagging in current frame can 779 continue into subsequent frames because identification of the hands in the current frame depends on 780 correct identification in a previous frame. Therefore, the recommendation is to process the 20 frames that 781 are displayed along with GUI together. In the sample data of the Black mouse, less than 2% of frames 782 (6/477) were incorrectly labelled for hands and had to be tagged manually. functions. The string-pulling task can also be enriched with sensory, motor, and behavioral complexity.
811
For example, sensory complexity would involve strings with different cross-sections, texture, or coated 812 with odors. Motor complexity would involve adding tension or variable load to the string. Behavioral 813 complexity would involve a paradigm in which the animal has to learn to associate string-pulling with a 814 reward e.g., water. Yet another possibility could be to make the animal learn a go-no-go task with different 815 lengths of the string. Social competition or social altruism can also be studied with string-pulling. For 816 example, in a competitive strategy, two animals will pull the string from two ends to obtain reward 817 attached in the middle. The scenario could be presented to study motivation before and after social defeat 818 or stress. In experiments to study altruism , string pulling of one animal could give the reward to another 819 animal. Motor memory formation and the role of sleep in its consolidation could also be studied (Inayat, 820 Nazariahangarkolaee et al. 2019). We anticipate that this toolbox holds promise for facilitating high- Graphical user interface of toolbox and procedure for processing video data 936 We present a simple graphical user interface (GUI) which is self explanatory in terms of usage. To Assessment" panel and also finds masks and later objects of interest. Finally, the user can generate plots 954 using the "Post-Processing" panel.
955
Step 0 -Defining zoom window and measurement scale. A user defines a zoom window to select 957 four corner points for choosing subsets of frames to view in the display window. Since the captured frames 958 might have additional areas surrounding the container in which mouse pulls the string, a zoom window 959 allows view regions in which there is a mouse. The zoom window can be reset and set as required. Next, 960 the user defines a scale by drawing a line in a frame on an object of known length and specifying its length 961 in mm. For the current video data, the thickness of the Plexiglas of the cage, which is 5mm, is used to 962 define a scale in pixels/mm.
963
Step 1 -Defining epochs. The user defines starting and ending frames of epochs in which, the 964 mouse pulls the string. The table in the GUI allows multiple epochs of interest. After entering frame 965 numbers in the table, clicking in the epochs table displays that frame as the starting frame in the display 966 window. Epoch definitions are necessary to proceed further in the analysis.
967
Step 2 -Defining colors. As described in the main text, the user defines colors for the fur (body), 968 ears, nose, hands, and string. An epoch should be chosen to define colors.
969
Step 3 -Defining the zoom window for finding and storing masks. To reduce computational time 970 and save disk space, only a subset of frames is used to find masks and perform further analyses. By 971 pressing the "Find Body Box" button, the software automatically finds the region in frames where the 972 mouse is present and uses this region for finding and storing masks. The user can also find head boxes 973 around the head. The margins on the right of in this panel allows the user to adjust how much space around 974 the mouse body or head should be kept.
975
Step 4. In this step, the user can do whole-body analysis using optical flow analysis, descriptive 976 statistics, principal and independent component analysis. Furthermore, in this step one can find masks and 977 objects (body, ears, nose, and hands) in frames of choice. The best way to process the data for finding 978 objects is 20 frames at a time, which is the number shown in the display window. After processing the 979 user can manually verify for the accuracy of automatic identification and if an incorrect tagging is 980 observed, the user can then manually correct it by selecting the frame and using the "Find Manually" 981 button.
982
Post-processing. Finally, the user can post-process data using the "Post-Processing" panel e.g. find 983 the shortest distance between the nose and string and generate plots for selected frames. The data can be exported to a Microsoft Excel sheet. If one has used the DeepLabCut toolbox for identifying the position 985 of the ears, hands, and nose, they can load the data here and manually assess the results. A labelled video 986 of selected frames can also be made.
987
Matlab dependencies 988
Our String-Pulling Behavioral Analytics toolbox requires the following Matlab Toolboxes 989 1) Signal processing 990
2) Image processing 991
3) Statistics and Machine Learning 992 4) Computer vision system 993 994 995
